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Overview

• Match and fit challenges
• Virtual reality and artificial intelligence as a solution
• Early qualitative focus group and user testing results
• Demo of GEAR UP VR



• State grant in NC is 
operated by the University 
of North Carolina system.
• 20,000 students
• Seven years
• Rural high schools
• 60% FRL on average



Challenges of college match and fit
• Information asymmetry
• Low school counselor 

availability
• High need high schools
• Rural locations
• College application and 

financial aid is a 
complicated process



Potential solution – Virtual Reality
VR has the potential to “democratize education” by 
bringing learning opportunities to learners who otherwise 
would not have access to them. 
• (Bailenson, 2017). 



VR – interactivity and exposure

As a learning tool, immersive VR 
presents a number of innovative 
elements including three-
dimensional simulations, 
interactivity, and exposure to novel 
situations. 

(Castaneda, Cechony, Bautista, 
& Pacampara, 2017). 



Use technology to address 
distance, time, and cost.

Create direct connections to 
campuses.

Curate college choice 
process.

Empower individual 
exploration.

Free download.



School launch



First in the nation 
high school VR 
for college 
access launch

Graham High School GEAR UP VR launch



Early qualitative findings: Student sense 
of connection for match and fit

“Being there” in their words:

“I would say way being able to see the students up close made me 
feel like I was there. Since I haven't been on a college tour, it made 
me feel like I was there."

“It made you feel like you were actually there. Sometimes you cannot 
get there physically.”

“We were able to see action on campus without going there. Better 
than online pictures. ”



User feedback

“I like this better than the 
campus tour. All we did 
was walk by buildings.  I 
got to see inside buildings 
on the VR tour.”



Focus group response

“I thought the app was all around kinda fun. It's VR. It's 
something that few get to experience, you know? It's kind 
of a new thing in the modern world. I thought this was a 
great way for exploring college. It's fun, it's new. Everybody 
can do it. And since it's cardboard, it's most likely really 
cheap compared to a big VR headset.”



• Helped students decide which campus to 
tour (if able)

• If students had toured a campus, helped 
remind students of what they liked.

Two way benefits for match and fit



Significance and Implications
• Information, campus 

connections, and the 
capacity of virtual 
reality to “transport” 
students for an 
experience is now in the 
palm of a student’s 
hands.  



Significance and Implications
• The early user testing 

indicates there is promise 
in utilizing the VR 
technology in the college 
access space and when 
combined with artificial 
intelligence to 
revolutionize the college 
choice process. 



gearupapp.org



GEAR UP VR Home page
• Messaging targets first 

generation students
• Majors and Degrees
• #howtocollegenc
• Campus Life
• Visit NC Colleges



University of North 
Carolina System 
campuses - 16



Campus specific tour
• Highlights unique campus. 
• Outlines degree and 

major opportunities.
• Connect (social media).
• Encourages match and fit.
• Contact button connects 

students through email or 
AI chatbot.



“Hardware”
• Cardboard goggles 
• Earbuds Included



User initiated improvements
• Orientation for new users
• Search feature
• Cost of attendance
• GPA and ACT/SAT admissions 

requirements
• Add community colleges
• Curriculum for school staff



Repurpose the app’s infrastructure

• The app can be 
repurposed for a variety of 
uses.
• Individual colleges
• College systems
• Career exploration
• Etc.



What are your thoughts on 
how the app can be 

improved for college match 
and fit?
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